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Abstract
A generalized (i; j; k)-net Ni;j; k is the graph obtained by identifying each of the vertices of
a triangle with an endvertex of one of three vertex-disjoint paths of lengths i; j; k. We prove
that every 2-connected claw-free N1;2; j-free graph of diameter at least max{7; 2j} (j¿ 2) is
hamiltonian. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider =nite simple undirected graphs G=(V (G); E(G)) and for
concepts and notations not de=ned here we refer the reader to [2].
For a set S⊂V (G) we denote by N (S) the neighborhood of S, i.e. the set of all
vertices of G which have a neighbor in S. If S = {x}, we simply write N (x) for
N ({x}). For any subset M⊂V (G), we denote NM (S)=N (S) ∩M . If H is a subgraph
of G, we write NH (S) for NV (H)(S). For subsets M;N⊂V (G), M ∩ N = ∅, we denote
E(M;N )= {xy∈E(G)| x∈M; y∈N}. The induced subgraph on a set M⊂V (G) in G
will be denoted by 〈M 〉G.
We denote by diam(G) the diameter of G, i.e. the largest distance of a pair of
vertices x; y∈V (G). A path with endvertices x; y will be sometimes referred to as an
xy-path. If x; z are vertices at distance diam(G), then any shortest xz-path will be called
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Fig. 1.
a diameter path of G. By c(G) we denote the circumference of G, i.e. the length of
a longest cycle in G. A graph G is hamiltonian if c(G)= |V (G)|.
If H1; : : : ; Hk (k¿ 1) are graphs, then a graph G is said to be H1H2 · · ·Hk -free if G
contains no copy of any of the graphs H1; : : : ; Hk as an induced subgraph. The graphs
H1; : : : ; Hk will also be referred to in this context as forbidden subgraphs. Speci=cally,
the graph K1;3 will also be denoted by C and called the claw and in this case we say
that G is claw-free. Whenever vertices of an induced claw are listed, its center (i.e. its
unique vertex of degree 3) is always the =rst vertex of the list. We denote by Pi the
path on i vertices. Further graphs that will be often considered as forbidden subgraphs
are shown in Fig. 1.
We say that a vertex x∈V (G) is locally connected if 〈N (x)〉G is a connected graph.
A locally connected vertex with a noncomplete neighborhood is called eligible and the
graph G′x, obtained from G by adding to the neighborhood of an eligible vertex x all
missing edges, (i.e. such that N (x) induces a complete graph in G′x), is called the local
completion of G at x. The following was proved in [12].
Theorem A (Ryj/a-cek [12]). Let G be a claw-free graph and let x be an eligible vertex
of G. Let N ′x = {uv | u; v∈NG(x); uv ∈ E(G)} and let G′x be the graph with vertex set
V (G′x)=V (G) and with edge set E(G
′
x)=E(G) ∪ N ′x . Then
(i) the graph G′x is claw-free;
(ii) c(G′x)= c(G).
It can be shown that a graph which is obtained from a claw-free graph G by re-
cursively performing the local completion operation, as long as there is at least one
eligible vertex, is uniquely determined and is again claw-free. This graph is called the
closure of G and is denoted by cl(G). The following theorem summarizes the basic
properties of the closure.
Theorem B (Ryj/a-cek [12]). Let G be a claw-free graph. Then
(i) cl(G) is well-de;ned (i.e.; uniquely determined by G);
(ii) there is a triangle-free graph H such that cl(G) is the line graph of H;
(iii) c(cl(G))= c(G);
(iv) G is hamiltonian if and only if cl(G) is hamiltonian.
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If G=cl(G), then we say that the graph G is closed (thus, G is closed if and only
if G is the line graph of a triangle-free graph).
There are many results dealing with hamiltonian properties in classes of graphs
de=ned in terms of forbidden induced subgraphs (see e.g. [3,4,7,10,11]). Bedrossian
[1] (see also [8]) characterized all pairs X; Y of connected forbidden subgraphs implying
hamiltonicity.
Theorem C (Bedrossian [1]). Let X and Y be connected graphs with X; Y =P3; and
let G be a 2-connected graph that is not a cycle. Then; G being XY -free implies that G
is hamiltonian if and only if (up to symmetry) X =C and Y =P4; P5; P6; C3; Z1; Z2; B; N
or W .
The classes of CB-free graphs and CN -free graphs were extended in [5] as follows.
We denote by (see also Fig. 2):
Bi;j (j¿ i¿ 1) —the generalized (i; j)-bull, i.e. the graph which is obtained by iden-
tifying each of some two distinct vertices of a triangle with an endvertex of one
of two vertex-disjoint paths of lengths i; j,
Ni;j; k (k¿ j¿ i¿ 1) —the generalized (i; j; k)-net, i.e. the graph which is obtained
by identifying each vertex of a triangle with an endvertex of one of three vertex-
disjoint paths of lengths i; j; k.
Thus, B1;1  B; B1;2  W and N1;1;1  N . The graphs Zi (i¿ 1) can be de=ned
analogously (see Fig. 1). We further denote by H the hourglass, i.e. the graph con-
sisting of two triangles with a common vertex.
A class C of graphs such that cl(G)∈C for every G ∈C is called a stable class.
Clearly, the class of CA-free graphs is trivially stable if A is not claw-free or if A is
not closed. The following theorem characterizes all connected closed claw-free graphs
A for which the CA-free class is stable.
Theorem D (Brousek et al. [6]). Let A be a closed connected claw-free graph. Then
G being CA-free implies cl(G) is CA-free if and only if
A∈{H;C3} ∪ {Pi| i¿ 3} ∪ {Zi| i¿ 1} ∪ {Ni;j; k | i; j; k¿ 1}:
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Making use of the special structure of closed claw-free graphs, the results on hamil-
tonicity in CPi-free, CZi-free and CN -free graphs were extended in [5] and [6] to
larger classes of CP7-free, CZ4-free and CN1;2;2N1;1;3-free graphs by characterizing the
classes of nonhamiltonian exceptions. Speci=cally, the following was proved in [5] (F
denotes the class of graphs shown in Fig. 3, where the elliptical parts represent cliques
of arbitrary order).
Theorem E (Brousek et al. [5]). If G is a 2-connected CN1;1;2-free graph; then either
G is hamiltonian or G ∈F.
In the class of CBi;j-free graphs, the following result was proved in [9].
Theorem F (Faudree et al. [9]). Let j¿ 2 be an integer and let G be a 2-connected
CB2; j-free graph of diameter d¿max{7; 2j}. Then G is hamiltonian.
In the main result of this paper, we extend this result to the class of all 2-connected
CN1;2; j-free graphs.
2. Main result
It is easy to see that, for any i; j; k¿ 1, there are CNi;j; k -free graphs of arbitrarily
large diameter. A simple example can be obtained by taking d + 1 vertex-disjoint
cliques K0; K1; : : : ; Kd (for suLciently large d) and by adding all of the edges between
consecutive cliques, namely {xy| x∈Ki; y∈Ki+1; i=0; 1; : : : ; d− 1}).
In the main result of this paper, Theorem 1, we show that nonhamiltonian 2-connected
CN1;2; j-free graphs must have small diameter.
Theorem 1. Let j¿ 2 be an integer and let G be a 2-connected CN1;2; j-free graph
of diameter d¿max{7; 2j}. Then G is hamiltonian.
Since every B2; j-free or N1;1; j-free graph is also N1;2; j-free, Theorem 1 implies as
immediate corollaries Theorem F and a corresponding result for N1;1; j-free graphs.
However, while it is shown in [9] that the assumptions of Theorem F are sharp, the
lower bound on the diameter of G can be slightly improved in the case of N1;1; j-free
graphs.




Corollary 2. Let j¿ 2 be an integer and let G be a 2-connected CN1;1; j-free graph
of diameter d¿max{4; 2j}. Then G is hamiltonian.
The proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 are given in Section 3.
Remarks. (1) From [7] we know that every 2-connected CN1;1;1-free graph is hamil-
tonian. The graph in Fig. 4 indicates that there are 2-connected nonhamiltonian graphs
of diameter d=6 that are CN1;2; j-free for any j¿ 2. The example in Fig. 5 shows that
there are 2-connected nonhamiltonian graphs which are CN1;2; j-free and have diameter
d=2j−1 for any j¿ 3. Hence the requirement d¿max{7; 2j} in Theorem 1 is sharp.
Moreover, for any j¿ 3, the graph in Fig. 6 is an example of a 2-connected non-
hamiltonian CN1;3; j-free graph of arbitrarily large diameter, and, similarly, the graph
in Fig. 7 is 2-connected, nonhamiltonian, CN2;2; j-free and also has arbitrarily large
diameter. Hence the assumption CN1;2; j-free in Theorem 1 is also best possible.
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It is easy to see that, in fact, each of the examples in Figs. 4–7 yields an in=nite
family, since each of the vertical edges in the graphs of Figs. 4, 5 (marked in the
=gure by Ki) and each of the edges incident with a vertex of degree 2 in the graphs
of Figs. 6 and 7 can be blown up to a clique of arbitrary order.
(2) The graph in Fig. 5 is also an example of a nonhamiltonian CN1;1; j-free graph
of diameter d=2j− 1. Moreover, the graph in Fig. 3 is a nonhamiltonian CN1;1;2-free
graph of diameter 3. Hence the assumption d¿max{4; 2j} of Corollary 2 is also best
possible.
3. Proofs
Before we prove the main result of the paper, Theorem 1, we =rst make some
preliminary observations on shortest paths and their neighborhoods. Their main idea
can be found already in [7], however, for the sake of completeness, we include them
here as well.
Let G be a claw-free graph, let x; y∈V (G) and let P : x= v0v1v2 · · · vk =y, k¿ 4,
be a shortest xy-path in G. Let z ∈V (G)\V (P).
1. If |NP(z)|=1, then, since G is claw-free, z is adjacent to x or to y.
2. If |NP(z)|¿ 2 and {vi; vj}⊂NP(z), then, since P is a shortest path, |i − j|6 2.
3. By (1) and (2), |NP(z)|6 3 for every vertex z ∈V (G)\V (P). Moreover, the vertices
of NP(z) are consecutive on P.
This motivates the following notation:
Ni:={z ∈V (G)\V (P) |NP(z)= {vi−1; vi; vi+1}} for 16 i6 k − 1;
Mi:={z ∈V (G)\V (P) |NP(z)= {vi−1; vi}} for 16 i6 k;
M0:={z ∈V (G)\V (P)| NP(z)= {v0}};
Mk+1:={z ∈V (G)\V (P)| NP(z)= {vk}}:
Thus, by (1)–(3), N (P) ∪ V (P)= (⋃ki=1 Ni) ∪ (
⋃k+1
i=0 Mi) ∪ V (P).
We further denote S =V (P) ∪ N (P), R=V (G)\S, M∗i =NR(Mi), 16 i6 k, and
N ∗i =NR(Ni), 16 i6 k − 1.
The sets Mi, Ni, M∗i , N
∗
i have the following properties.
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Lemma 3. Let G be a claw-free graph; x; y∈V (G); and let P : x= v0v1v2 · · · vk =
y (k¿ 3) be a shortest x; y-path in G. Then
(i) 〈Ni ∪{vi}〉G is complete for 16 i6 k − 1 and 〈Mi ∪{vi−1; vi}〉G is complete for
16 i6 k;
(ii) 〈Ni−1 ∪ Mi ∪ {vi−1; vi}〉G and 〈Mi ∪ Ni ∪ {vi−1; vi}〉G are complete for
26 i6 k − 1;
(iii) N ∗i = ∅ for 16 i6 k − 1.
Proof. (i) If some Ni or Mi is not complete, then some vj, j∈{i − 1; i; i + 1}, is a
center of an induced claw, a contradiction.
(ii) If x∈Ni−1 and y∈Mi are nonadjacent, then 〈{vi; x; y; vi+1}〉G is an induced
claw. Hence 〈Ni−1 ∪Mi〉G (and similarly 〈Mi ∪Ni〉G) is also complete; vi−1 and vi are
adjacent to all its vertices.
(iii) If x∈N ∗i , then x has a neighbor y in Ni and 〈{y; x; vi−1; vi+1}〉G is a claw.
If, moreover, G is net-free, then we know more about its structure.
Lemma 4. Let j¿ 2; let G be a CN1;2; j-free graph; let x; y∈V (G) and let
P : x= v0v1v2 · · · vk =y be a shortest xy-path of length k¿max{7; 2j} in G. Then
(i) M∗i = ∅ for 36 i6 k − 2;
(ii) for every vertex z ∈R we have NP(z)= ∅ and NS(z)⊆M0 ∪M1 ∪M2 ∪Mk−1 ∪
Mk ∪Mk+1.
Proof. (i) Suppose x∈M∗i for some i, 36 i6 k − 2, and let y be a neighbor of x in
Mi. Then for i6 k=2 we have 〈{vi−3; vi−2; vi−1; y; x; vi; : : : ; vi+j}〉G  N1;2; j. The case
i¿ k=2 is symmetric.
(ii) NP(z)= ∅ follows from the de=nition of R; the rest follows from (3) of
Lemma 3 and from (1) of Lemma 4.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let G be a 2-connected CN1;2; j-free graph of diameter
d¿max{7; 2j}, j¿ 2, and let P : v0v1v2 · · · vd be a diameter path in G. Let Mi; Ni;M∗i ;
S; R be as above. Set c= d=2.
We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: Mc ∪ Nc ∪ {vc} is not a cutset of G.
Let H =G−{Mc∪Nc∪{vc}} and let P′ : vdvd+1vd+2 · · · vd+‘−1vd+‘= v0 be a shortest
vdv0-path in H . Since P is a diameter path, ‘¿d. Since H is CN1;2; j-free and P′ is a
shortest path in H , we can de=ne analogously the sets Mi, Ni, M∗i for i=d+1; : : : ; d+‘.
Speci=cally, by (1) of Lemma 4 we have M∗i = ∅ for d+ 36 i6d+ ‘ − 2.
Set H ′=G−{M2∪Md+‘−2∪N2∪Nd+‘−2∪{v2; vd+‘−2}}. By virtue of (1) of Lemma
4, there is a shortest v3vd+‘−3-path in H ′ containing all vertices vi for i∈{3; : : : ; d−2}∪
{d+2; : : : ; d+‘−3}. Let Pd : v3v4 · · · vd−2Pdvd+2 · · · vd+‘−3 be such a path (where Pd
is a vd−2vd+2-path). If vd−2vd+2 ∈E(G), then vd+2 ∈Md−1, implying 〈{vd+4; vd+3; vd+2;
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vd−1; vd; vd−2; : : : ; vd−( j+2)}〉G  N1;2; j, and if vd−2vd+2 are at distance 2 with a com-
mon neighbor x, then similarly we have x∈Md−1 and 〈{vd+3; vd+2; x; vd−1; vd; vd−2; : : : ;
vd−( j+2)}〉G  N1;2; j. Hence Pd is of length at least 3. Then the length of Pd is at
least (d−5)+3+(‘−5)=d+‘−7¿max{7; 2j} (since ‘¿d and d¿max{7; 2j}).
Hence N (Pd) has the structure described in Lemmas 3 and 4.
Let, symmetrically, P0 : vd+3vd+4 · · · vd+‘−2P0v2 · · · vd−3 be a shortest vd+3vd−3-path
in the graph H ′=G−(Md−2∪Md+2∪Nd−2∪Nd+2∪{vd−2; vd+2}) (where again P0 is a
vd+‘−2v2-path of length at least 1). De=ne the cycle C by C : v2v3 · · · vd−2Pdvd+2vd+3
· · · vd+‘−2P0v2. Then C is a (chordless) cycle of length ‘′¿d−5+3+‘−5+3¿ 2d−
4¿d. Relabel the vertices of P, P′ such that C : v1; v2 · · · v‘′v1, and de=ne the sets Mi,
Ni, M∗i , N
∗
i accordingly (indices modulo ‘
′). Then M∗i =N
∗
i = ∅ for all i=1; : : : ; ‘′,
implying that (
⋃‘′
i=1 (Mi∪Ni))∪V (C)=V (G), i.e., V (G)=V (C)∪N (C). Since clearly
vi is eligible in G if and only if Ni = ∅ or E(Mi;Mi+1) = ∅, we conclude that cl(G) is
either complete (if Ni = ∅ or E(Mi;Mi+1)= ∅ for at most three i=1; : : : ; ‘′), or other-
wise cl(G) consists of k cliques K1; : : : ; Kk (46 k6 ‘′) such that |V (Ki)∩V (Kj)|=1
for |i − j| ∈ {1; k − 1} and V (Ki) ∩ V (Kj)= ∅ for i = j otherwise. In both cases, the
hamiltonicity of cl(G) (and hence also of G) is apparent.
Case 2: Mc ∪ Nc ∪ {vc} is a cutset of G.
Then, by (1) of Lemma 4 and (2) of Lemma 3, each of 〈Mi∪Ni∪{vi}〉G is a clique
cutset of G for i=2; : : : ; d− 2.
First observe that M0⊂N (M2) and M∗1 ⊂M∗2 , for otherwise there is a vertex
x∈M0 ∪ M∗1 at distance d + 1 from vd (since every xvd-path passes through
M2 ∪ N2 ∪ {v2}). Symmetrically, Md+1⊂N (Md−1) and M∗d⊂M∗d−1. Set
G1 = 〈{v0; v1; v2} ∪ N1 ∪ N2 ∪M0 ∪M1 ∪M2 ∪M∗2 〉G;
G2 = 〈{v3; : : : ; vd−3} ∪ N3 ∪ · · ·Nd−3 ∪M3 ∪ · · ·Md−2〉G;
G3 = 〈{vd−2; vd−1; vd} ∪ Nd−2 ∪ Nd−1 ∪Md−1 ∪Md ∪Md+1 ∪M∗d−1〉G:
Since G is 2-connected, for any i=2; : : : ; d − 2 we have either Ni = ∅, or Mi = ∅,
Mi+1 = ∅ and E(Mi;Mi+1) = ∅. This implies that vi is eligible in G for all i, 26 i6d−
2, and hence V (G2) induces a clique in cl(G).
If both V (G1) and V (G3) induce a clique in cl(G), then cl(G) is complete and we
are done. Hence, by symmetry, suppose that 〈V (G1)〉cl(G), is not complete. This imme-
diately implies that v1 cannot be eligible in G (recall that M0⊂N (M2) and M∗1 ⊂M∗2 ),
hence N1 = ∅ and E(M1; M2)= ∅. Since G is 2-connected, v1 cannot be a cutvertex,
implying M0 = ∅ or M∗1 = ∅. Then it is straightforward to verify that in all possible
cases (according to which of M0, M∗1 is nonempty), for any v
′
2 ∈N2 ∪ M2 there is a
v2v′2-path P1 such that V (P1)=V (G1) (note that 〈M0〉G and all 〈NR(v)〉G, v∈M2, are
complete since G is claw-free). By Theorem B(iv), G is hamiltonian.
Proof of Corollary 2. Since N1;1; j-free implies N1;2; j-free, we immediately have the
result for d¿max{7; 2j}. If G is N1;1; j-free, then in Lemma 4(i) we moreover get
M∗i = ∅ for 26 i6d − 1, which, reconsidering the proof of Theorem 1, yields the
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result for d¿max{5; 2j}. Finally, every CN1;1;2-free graph of diameter at least 4 must
be hamiltonian by Theorem E.
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